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SMT-3301 | FUSION ALL TYPE, 1L
Fusion All Type is an all-in-one mounting solution designed for use
on all types of adhesives and materials. Fusion All Type can be
used as a prepping cleaner and mounting solution. It is safe for use
on window films, vinyl and paint protection films. With conservative
mixing ratios, the end user will save money verses other brands
and soaps currently used today. Fusion All Type is biodegradable
and has no unnecessary ingredients to ensure the purest product
available. Our formula is filtered five times in massive filtration systems before being heat sealed to avoid leaking during shipping.

PPF

SAMPLE

SMT-4104 | FUSION AFTERBURN TAPE
Highly heat-resistant up to 500 °C with one layer applied. Apply multiple layers to increase heat resistance and protection! This amazing product is self
adhering, it bonds to itself with no adhesive. When removed, there is no leftover glue residue. Apply it to torch tips, heat guns, tools, steamers, etc. The
tape stretches up to 300% and fits perfectly to odd shapes.
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SMT-1125 | FUSION EPIC ORANGE, 3,8L
SMT-1125-SMP | FUSION EPIC ORANGE, 1DL
Fusion Tools has developed this adhesive remover specifically for
the materials and adhesives used on window films, paint protection
films and vinyls. Simply spray to the desired area and watch Fusion
Epic Orange break down the adhesive for fast & easy removal!
Don’t need the product’s maximum strength? Dilute the formula
by adding water. All our bottles come with sealed caps to prevent
leakage during shipping. The formula has no alcohol, no ammonia
and no fornaldehyde, neither oils to avoid complications when reinstalling new materials after using Fusion Epic Orange.
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SMT-4130 | POD STEAMER
SAMPLE

2.

Professional steamer specially developed for preparation, removal and installation. Widely used worldwide especially for 2 phases. The first is the removal of automotive tint from rear windscreens; with the softening of the adhesive damaging the defroster lines can be avoided. The second major field
of use is during the installation of paint protection films. With the POD Steamer you can soften the film giving it more flexibility, enabling it to take forms
more easily. There are multiple other uses of the POD Steamer, like prepping surfaces, heating hard-to-handle films, etc.
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SMT-1307 | FUSION CHANNEL SQUEEGEE BLUE
15CM

SMT-1308 | FUSION CHANNEL SQUEEGEE BLUE
45CM

High quality rubber blade for cleaning squeegeeing, 15 cm long, blue
color.

High quality rubber blade for cleaning, 45 cm long, blue color.

Durometer: 94.

Durometer: 94.

SMT-3146 | TEFLON CARD BLUE
SMT-3173 | TEFLON CARD PINK
SMT-3174 | TEFLON CARD SILVER
SMT-3175 | TEFLON CARD RED

SMT-3176 | TEFLON CARD GOLD
SMT-3107 | TEFLON CARD BLACK
SMT-3106 | TEFLON CARD WHITE

The Fusion Hard Cards come in 7 different colors. The colors are from most flexible to least flexible, Blue, Pink, Silver, Black, Red, White and Gold. All
of our Hard Cards are infused with slip agents to help them glide across their working surfaces. The Blue and Pink are designed to be softer than the
hard coating on most window films so that the tool will wear instead of the film.

SMT-1309 | FUSION CHANNEL SQUEEGEE ORANGE 15CM

SMT-1310 | FUSION CHANNEL SQUEEGEE
ORANGE 45CM

High quality rubber blade for cleaning, 15 cm long, orange color

High quality rubber blade for cleaning, 45 cm long, orange color.

Durometer: 85.

Durometer: 85.

SMT-3235 | FUSION CHANNEL STROKE ORANGE

SMT-3236 | FUSION CHANNEL STROKE BLUE

Developed for special handles (SMT-3234 Stroke Doctor), enabling
installers to get onto hard-to-reach surfaces, like the rear windscreen of
limousines. Orange version, 85 durometer.

Developed for special handles (SMT-3234 Stroke Doctor), enabling
installers to get to hard-to-reach surfaces, like the rear windscreen of
limousines. Blue version, 94 durometer.
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SMT-3172 | FUSION FIDGET 3 PACK
3 small squeegees with different firmness offering a solution for nearly all issues. The white is the most firm, followed by pink and the soft blue. The blue
and the pink squeegees are softer than scratch resistant coatings, they wear off before the film does.
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SMT-3229 | FUSION PINK
CLEAN, CROPPED, 12,5CM
The Pink Clean is the softest squeegee blade
with Fusion Tools, specifically designed to
extremely flexible to easily conform to curved
surfaces while squeegeeing. We recommend
this blade for cleaning and sqeegeeing purposes.
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SMT-3170 | FUSION PPF
BLACK OUT, CROPPED, 12,5CM

SMT-3171 | FUSION PPF BLACK
OUT, BEVEL, 12,5CM

PPF Blackout especially developed for paint
protection films. The PPF Blackout features a
high content of slip additives to help the tool
slide easily across paint protection films.

Squeegee designed for paint protection film installations with additives promoting slideability. It
fits into the Fusion Hand Dee handle.

SMT-3256-20 | FUSION ORANGE CRUSH,
BEVEL, 20CM
SMT-3256-12,5 | FUSION ORANGE CRUSH,
BEVEL, 12,5CM
The Orange Crush is the original squeegee blade from Fusion Tools.
Since its creation we have continued to better the formula for the Orange
Crush, thus Orange Crush remained one of the favourite squeegees of
the industry.

SMT-3225 | FUSION ORANGE CRUSH,
CROPPED, 12,5CM
The Orange Crush is the original squeegee blade from Fusion Tools.
Since its creation we have continued to better the formula for the Orange
Crush, thus Orange Crush remained one of the favourite squeegees of
the industry.
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SMT-3230 | FUSION CLEAR
CRUSH, CROPPED, 12,5CM
Designed for automotive window film installation,
flexible enough to follow the form of the windscreen, yet stiff enough to bring the pressure
for water removal. Available in rectangle and
cropped.

SMT-3250-20 | FUSION RED LINE
EXTRACTOR ¼”, BEVEL, 20CM
SMT-3250-12,5 | FUSION RED LINE
EXTRACTOR ¼”, BEVEL, 12,5CM

SMT-3251-12,5 | FUSION
RED LINE EXTRACTOR ¼”,
CROPPED, 12,5CM

The Fusion Red Line normal thickness squeegees are the masters of water removal. Double beveled
means that both sides can be used, resulting in double lifespan. No bevel profile gives you 4 edges
to work with and are capable of extreme liquid removal, especially when working with thicker films.
Using these blades in Fusion Handles will give you a tool that is efficient and fast to work with.

SMT-3252-20 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR
¼”, NO BEVEL, 20CM
SMT-3252-12,5 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR
¼”, NO BEVEL, 20CM

SMT-3253-20 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR
3/8”, NO BEVEL, 20CM
SMT-3253-12,5 | FUSION RED LINE EXTRACTOR
3/8”, NO BEVEL, 12,5CM

The Fusion Red Line normal thickness squeegees are the masters of
water removal. Double beveled means that both sides can be used,
resulting in double lifespan. No bevel profile gives you 4 edges to work
with and are capable of extreme liquid removal, especially when working
with thicker films. Using these blades in Fusion Handles will give you a
tool that is efficient and fast to work with.

50% thicker than the normal Red Line Extractor series, especially designed for thicker safety and security films. Provides the highest water
removal in the industry. Made to accompany our Fusion Big Mouth
Handles.
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SMT-3257 | FUSION CLEAR CRUSH,
BEVEL, 12,5CM
Designed for automotive window film installation, flexible enough to follow
the form of the windscreen, yet stiff enough to bring the pressure for water
removal. Available in rectangle and cropped.

SMT-3227 | FUSION FLAT OUT, CROPPED, 12,5CM
Specially developed for architectural window film installation, an
industry standard for thick films such as security and grafiti films. This
95 durometer squeegee is made with our triple slip additive injection
molded patented TPU process and materials. Fits all standard Fusion
Handles perfectly.

SMT-3254-20 | FUSION FLAT OUT, BEVEL, 20CM
SMT-3254-12,5 | FUSION FLAT OUT, BEVEL,
12,5CM
Specially developed for architectural window film installation, an
industry standard for thick films such as security and grafiti films. This
95 durometer squeegee is made with our triple slip additive injection
molded patented TPU process and materials. Fits all standard Fusion
Handles perfectly.

SMT-3255-20 | FUSION THE HYBRID,
BEVEL, 20CM
SMT-3255-12,5 | FUSION THE HYBRID,
BEVEL, 12,5CM
A Hybrid of 2 favourite squeegee blades in the industry, on one side it is an
Orange 85 durometer squeegee blade and on the other side a harder Blue
95 durometer. This double blade features double beveled working edges.
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SMT-3294 | FUSION 5 SHORTY
With a shorter handle and no parts standing
out of the design, the Fusion 5 Shorty was
specifically developed for automotive tinting.
With this handle you can get into hard-toreach spaces a lot easier, without damaging
any parts.
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SMT-3226-20 | FUSION HANDLE 20CM
SMT-3226-12,5 | FUSION HANDLE 12,5CM
SMT-3226-12,5S | FUSION HANDLE SHORT 12,5CM
Especially developed for Fusion Tools squeegees, this handle provides maximum power. Available for 12,5 cm and 20 cm squeegee blades as well as shorter version for 12,5 cm wide
squeegees.

SMT- 3168-15 | PPF HORNET 15CM
SMT- 3168-10 | PPF HORNET 10CM

SMT- 3168-5 | PPF HORNET 5CM
SMT- 3168-1,2 | PPF HORNET 1,2CM

With the appearance of hydrophobic paint protection films, installers are in need of softer and more sliding squeegees. From this realization was PPF Hornet
born, 2 softer squeegees molded on a harder carrier. Available in 4 sizes.
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SMT-3291-20 | FUSION BIG MOUTH
HANDLE 20CM
SMT-3291-12,5 | FUSION BIG MOUTH
HANDLE 12,5CM
A high quality handle designed for the Red Line Extractor 3/8” thick blades
to squeegee the thickest security films.
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SMT-3292-20 | FUSION STRETCH 20CM
SMT-3292-12,5 | FUSION STRETCH 12,5CM
Special extended handle, 37 cm long ideal for 12,5 cm wide Fusion squeegee blades, enables you to apply pressure with 2 hands, resulting in even
better water removal.

SMT- 3169-15 | FUSION HYBRID 15CM
SMT- 3169-10 | FUSION HYBRID 10CM

SMT- 3169-5 | FUSION HYBRID 5CM
SMT- 3169-1,2 | FUSION HYBRID 1,2CM

2 ply squeegee developed for installing paint protection films. Ideal both for non coated and clear coated paint protection films.
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SMT-3293-20 | FUSION BIG MOUTH
STRETCH 20CM
SMT-3293-12,5 | FUSION BIG MOUTH
STRETCH 12,5CM
Extended (37 cm) squeegee handle, eanbling application of pressure
with 2 hands. Recommended for anti graffiti, thick security and front
windshield protection films
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SMT-3228 | FUSION HAND DEE

SMT-3177 | PPF CUT N TUCK

A normál kasírozó nyelekkel nem lehetett nehezen elérhető helyekhez
beférni, így született a Fusion Hand Dee első változata. Később két
mágnest is építettek bele, hogy segítsen a fóliát pozícionálni kasírozások közben.

A pack of four flexible squeegees of different shapes (triangle and rectangle). Two different degrees of stiffness, specifically
for PPF materials and hard-to-reach spots.

PPF
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> NOTES

SMT- 3280-9 | FUSION TURBO PRO HANDLE
WHITE 9CM
SMT- 3280-14 | FUSION TURBO PRO HANDLE
WHITE 14CM
SMT- 3280-20 | FUSION TURBO PRO HANDLE
WHITE 20CM

SMT- 3281-9 | FUSION TURBO PRO HANDLE
GREY 9CM
SMT- 3281-14 | FUSION TRUBO PRO HANDLE
GREY 14CM
SMT- 3281-20 | FUSION TRUBO PRO HANDLE
GREY 20CM

The Fusion Turbo Pro series is the first injection molded triangular shaped squeegee in the World, which shows better slip, durability and more consistancy
than other models. All colors are available in 3 sizes (9, 14, 20 cm), any can be cut to custom size. Two different handles are available. The narrower white
handle for those who prefer grabbing with fingertips and the larger grey handle, for those who prefer to hold it in their hand.
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SMT- 3270-9 | FUSION TURBO
PRO PINK 9CM
SMT- 3270-14 | FUSION TURBO PRO PINK 14CM
SMT- 3270-20 | FUSION TURBO PRO PINK 20CM

SMT-3271-9 | FUSION TURBO
PRO GREEN 9CM
SMT-3271-14 | FUSION TURBO
PRO GREEN 14CM
SMT-3271-20 | FUSION TURBO
PRO GREEN 20CM

SMT-3272-9 | FUSION TURBO
PRO BLACK 9CM
SMT-3272-14 | FUSION TURBO
PRO BLACK 14CM
SMT-3272-20| FUSION TURBO
PRO BLACK 20CM

SMT- 3273-9 | FUSION TURBO
PRO YELLOW 9CM
SMT- 3273-14 | FUSION TURBO
PRO YELLOW 14CM
SMT- 3273-20 | FUSION TURBO
PRO YELLOW 20CM

SMT- 3274-9 | FUSION TURBO
PRO ORANGE 9CM
SMT- 3274-14 | FUSION TURBO
PRO ORANGE 14CM
SMT- 3274-20 | FUSION TURBO PRO ORANGE20CM

SMT- 3275-9 | FUSION TURBO
PRO RED 9CM
SMT- 3275-14 | FUSION TURBO
PRO RED 14CM
SMT- 3275-20 | FUSION TURBO
PRO RED 20CM
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> ABOUT FUSSION
Fusion Tools, founded in 2002, entered the global tool manufacturers’ circle with their Orange Crush
squeegee, which soon became one of the industry’s favourite product. Since their foundation, it has
been defining to produce durable and good quality tools. Fusion Tools has developed several unique
solutions, most importantly their additives promoting sliding – they tend to migrate towards the edge,
meaning the tool will not stick on the film surface even after some time of usage. All products are
manufactured in the USA.

> DISTRIBUTOR
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